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Conformal Einstein Perfect Fluid Spacetimes
Norbert Van den Bergh
Department of Mathematical Analysis TW16, University of Ghent, Galglaan 2, Ghent,
Belgium
E-mail: norbert.vandenbergh@ugent.be
Abstract. A review is given of results obtained in connection with perfect uid spacetimes
which are conformally related to Einstein spaces.
1. Introduction
It is well known that a conformal transformation of the metric,
g^ij = e
2gij ; (1)
induces a transformation of the curvature tensor,
e2R^ijkl = R
ij
kl   4Y [i[k
j]
l]; (2)
with
Yij = ;i;j   ;i;j + 1
2
gijg
mn;m;n: (3)
If the space-time (M; g^) is Einstein,
R^ij   1
2
R^g^ij + g^ij = 0; (4)
and if the energy-momentum tensor of (M; g) is of the perfect uid type,
Rij   1
2
Rgij = (m+ p)uiuj + pgij ; (5)
then (M; g) is called a conformally Einstein perfect uid. This requires the existence of a solution
 of the over-determined system of equations
Yij =
1
2
(m+ p)uiuj +
1
6
(m  e2)gij : (6)
When additionally  = 0 the space-time is called a conformally Ricci-at perfect uid. It is clear
from both (5, 6) that the -term introduces new physics, in the sense that it cannot be simply
re-absorbed in pressure and energy-density. In combination with any of the following special
situations,
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 r k u
 the uid is shear-free: ij = 0
 the uid is vorticity-free: !ij = 0
 the uid admits a barotropic equation of state and r ? u
 both (M; g) and (M; g^) admit the same two-dimensional group of isometries,
the set (6) turned out to be very restrictive for the resulting space-times, the full classication
of which was given in [5, 6, 7, 8]. In this contribution I redo the calculations, now including a
possible non-zero -term in the hope that more general classes of solutions might result. I also
use the GHP-formalism [2] in order to present the calculations in a form which is as compact
as possible, as well as to obtain a better insight in the relevant variables and equations. The
null-tetrad is e1; e2; e3; e4 m; m;k0;k with k  k0 =  1 and m  m = 1.
2. Basic equations
Aligning the (k0;k)-plane with the (u;r)-plane, one has g (= g0) = 0. Introducing a
[1; 1]-weighted quantity Q (with Q0 = 1=Q) allows one to write the uid velocity as
u =
1p
2
(Qk0 +Q0k);
which implies the following expressions for the components of the Ricci-spinor:8<: Q
0200 = Q222 = 211 = 14(m+ p)
R = m  3p
01 = 02 = 12 = 0:
(7)
Herewith (and with E = e2) the basic equations (6) become:
Þ2 = (Þ)2 + 14(m+ p)Q
2
Þ0Þ = 112(m+ 3p) +
E
6 ;
(8)
and 8<:
Þ0+ 0Þ = 0
Þ0  Þ = 0
Þ0+ 0Þ = (Þ)(Þ0) + 16(m  E);
(9)
together with their primed versions. I also introduce a [0; 0]-weighted quantity N (with
N 0 = 1=N), determining the position of r w.r.t. k and k0:
N := Q02Þ=Þ0: (10)
3. Naturally occurring subcases
When analysing the integrability conditions for the system (8,9) a number of subcases, each
requiring a separate discussion, presents itself in a natural way:
3.1. N   1 = 0
This is the case in which u k r: the vorticity then by denition vanishes and a fairly simple
analysis along the lines of [6] implies the same is true for acceleration and shear: the only possible
solutions are therefore the conformally at FLRW space-times.
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3.2. N + 3 = 0 (or, equivalently, N 0 + 3 = 0)
Again solutions turn out to be shear- and vorticity-free. However the presence of the -term
makes the analysis now considerably more complicated than in [7]. It turns out that the only
allowed solutions belong to a shear-free subclass [1] of the conformally at Stephani expanding
universes[4], with  < 0 and with energy-density m =  22Q2 < 0. These solutions admit at
most one Killing vector.
3.3. N2 + 6N + 1 = 0
This particular case again gives rise to shear- and vorticity-free solutions. It was overlooked in the
shear-free analysis of [5]-[8] (where it was claimed that any such non-conformally at solutions
could only arise for orthogonal r and u). However the resulting Petrov type D solutions again
have a negative energy-density. The latter conclusion is based on an algebraic identity holding
between m, N , Þ0, Q and E :
(1N + 2)m
2 + (3N + 4)m + (5N + 6) = 0;
with the i polynomials in Þ
0, Q and E . An analysis of the roots of this quadratic in m involves
the discriminant, which turns out to be proportional to the number 1 + 2N , with
1 = 13572975656291512842153966010956230639870211708564239881
2 = 79109099478649174729940936129346741418822160095061340126:
Taking into account that the whole analysis up to this point has been carried out in exact
arithmetic, this number is remarkably close to 0:
3  2
p
2  1
2
 0:28 10 112 !
Moreover one can show that 12 is a so called best approximation of 3   2
p
2 (meaning that
there is no better rational approximation with a smaller denominator: this is related to the fact
that, dening relatively prime p and q by pq = (3  12 )=2, one nds that p; q are solutions of the
Pell-Fermat equation, p2   2q2 = 1, with p  qp2 = (1 p2)148).
4. Shear-free case (and N 62 f1; 3; 1=3; 3 2p2g)
When N diers from any of the previous special values, a fairly easy analysis shows that shear-
free solutions can only arise when r ? u (i.e. N =  1) and when the expansion vanishes.
Non-conformally at solutions then necessarily require  = 	0 = 	1 = 0, showing that the
Petrov type is D.
When Þ 6= 0 the  6= 0 generalisations of the results in [5, 7] are obtained: solutions have
a barotropic equation of state (although not a physically reasonable one) and are, for non-real
 rotating LRS class I uids, conformally related to the Cahen-Defrise metrics, whereas for real
valued  they are (non-rotating) LRS class IIc or IIb (the acceleration can now vanish because
of the presence of the -term).
When Þ = 0 a new non-rotating LRS IIc solution is obtained, belonging to the family of
static uid spheres (or their negatively curved or at analogues): it is characterised by8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
    0
D =   = k (constant)
(D  )p = m+p2k (p+ 2e2   2k2)
	2 =  23e2
 < 0
m =  2e2   6k2
(11)
and clearly becomes conformally at (with negative energy density) in the  = 0 limit.
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5. Vorticity-free case (with non-vanishing shear and N 62 f1; 3; 1=3; 3 2p2g)
When the vorticity vanishes and when none of the previous specications applies, the  6= 0
generalisations of the results in [6] are obtained: whenr 6? u solutions are (pseudo-) spherically
or plane symmetric expanding uids, whereas for r ? u one nds perfect uid space-times
admitting a 3-dimensional group of isometries acting transitively on 3-dimensional time-like
hypersurfaces. The corresponding Einstein space is a  6= 0 generalisation of the Bianchi V I0
Ellis-MacCallum metric.
6. General situation
Currently the case with non-vanishing shear and vorticity is still being investigated. When
r ? u the consistency analysis of the system of equations looks tractable. The same cannot
be said about the completely general case, which, even for  = 0 remains completely unsolved
up to now. All Ansätze so far have led back to solutions in which the shear, or the vorticity, are
0.
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